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smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.Some people divide the world into those who are â€œcat

peopleâ€• and those who are â€œdog peopleâ€•. From my point of view, anyone can be a cat person

if he finds the right cat. It does not matter how many different pets you had before or if you spent

your life breeding cats. Each cat will surprise you with a new personality, with intelligent features

that youâ€™d think only humans should have, and with all the love that a cat can offer. This book

will explain to you everything you need to know about these amazing pets so you can give them the

comfortable life that they deserve.All my life Iâ€™ve dealt with cats. Either with abandoned kittens I

found on the street, or the sick ones that relatives would call me to pick up, and so on. In the

beginning, it seems impossible to understand these strange creatures; one moment they love you,

and in the next they bite you. After many years of caring for dozens of saved cats and dozens of

newborn kittens that I raised, I can say without a doubt that I am a cat person!Here Is A Preview Of

What You'll Learn...The first weeks of life (weekly)How to educate your catA new cat in the

family?When, How, and What to Feed Your CatDiseases and SterilizationDownload your copy
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As someone who has never raised a cat, this book guides you from newborn cat, to full-grown cat!

In this convenient ebook, you learn exactly how to take care of a newborn cat, including how to feed

them, how to take care of them, and how to deal with various problems in the growth of the cat. I

suggest reading this book to all first time cat owners!

My sister has a pet cat and she loves her cat so much. Last week I purchased this book for her.

This short book is well written and fantastic. I have found tons of essential guides and information

from this book. It is true that anyone can be a cat person if he/she finds the right cat.By reading his

book I have found my almost every questionâ€™s answer from this book. Inside of this book I have

found some helpful discussion. Recently my sister has felt trouble with her cat. This book explains

almost everything. In this book I have found some effective lessons like how to educate my cat, how

to feed, what to feed and many more. It also concerns me about the diseases and sterilization. So

overall this book is helpful and impressive.

I have two cats, a 12-year-old and a 2-year-old. They don't get along too well, unfortunately. The

older one is very protective of its space. I never really tried to teach them to behave properly, but I

saw this book and got it out of curiosity.It is a book about cats, plain and simple. The author covers

all the basics, from first weeks of life to the feeding and teaching to use the litter box. The book did

helped me a little with my problem, but it is not a book about that so I didn't expect much anyway. I

recommend it if you are a new owner of a cat or you know someone who is.



I am a cat owner and always have a problem with my indoor cat scratching the furniture and being

destructive. Although short this book gives you a lot of guidance into different problems you can

have with a cat and how to overcome them. I really liked the guide at the beginning of the book

about when you cat is young and the different stages of them being a kitten, this is really useful. I

am also currently thinking of adopting a new kitten and it has some great ideas on how to do this in

a good way that will help the resident cat accept the new cat easily. Helpful guide filled with

information and one I would recommend to any cat owner or soon to be one.

the reason I got this book is because we're about to get a kitten and I have no clue how to raise

them since I've only had dogs growing up. I loved it and have received a lot of knowledge from this

book on how to take care of your cat (very detailed!). The book goes over the early stages of your

kitten (especially what I needed), what to feed it and how to make sure the little B*tch doesn't

destroy your furniture haha. highly recommended for anyone with or wants a cat!

There is new cat in my house, been looking for help in order to take care of my sister's cat and

came across this worderful book. This book is the answer to all her questions. I am not much of a

cat person but my sister insisted therefore had to buy a cat, ever since she was not being able to

take care her cat very well so I bought her this book and she seems happy with her progres

because she got to know, how to feed her cat, give her bath etc.

My family used to raise kittens long ago. Most of the time they were not successful. Either the

kittens ran off or died due to some sickness. Never knew raising kittens was this easy. This book

offers very simple and down-to-earth solutions on how to raise these cute companions. It sure is

going to win your hearts. The author has put in good effort in observing, tracking and documenting

cats and how to bring them up. I especially liked the ways on how to deal with a new cat entering

the territory.

If you want to be a cat person then experience shared in the book will take you all the way you have

to go to be the one you desire. Its true that all cats are not of same nature just like all humans.

Different cats will show different behavior and you will have to spend time with them to understand

their habits. The more you do better you come to know all about your cats and take care of them.
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